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Abstract. A database Intrusion Detection System (IDS) based on Role-based
Access Control (RBAC) mechanism that has capability of learning and adap-
tation learns SQL transaction patterns represented by roles to detect insider
attacks. In this paper, we parameterize the rules for partitioning the entire query
set into multiple areas with simple chromosomes and propose an ensemble of
multiple deep learning models that can effectively model the tree structural
characteristics of SQL transactions. Experimental results on a large synthetic
query dataset verify that it quantitatively outperforms other ensemble methods
and machine learning methods including deep learning models, in terms of 10-
fold cross validation and chi-square validation.
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1 Introduction

Although various methods of securing database against policy violations and malicious
activity have been proposed for many years, it is still a difficult problem to provide a
parametric Intrusion Detection System (IDS) that learns and detects the intrusion
patterns inductively from the SQL transactions. The attacks on relational database
management system can be categorized as insider and outsider attacks. An attack from
the outside may be able to gain unauthorized access to data by sending carefully crafted
queries to the back-end database of web applications [1]. However, an insider attack
that requests unauthorized privileges is more likely to gain abnormal database access
beyond their privileges and causes critical financial loss.

The primary method of securing database from internal attacks is to limit the access
to database based on user roles [2]. Under the Role-based Access Control (RBAC)
mechanism which provides a user-level abstraction, the machine learning approach that
has the capability of learning and adaptation can be addressed. An IDS based on RBAC
mechanism that has capability of learning and adaptation, especially machine learning
based IDS, learns transaction patterns represented by roles.
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Figure 1 shows the decision boundaries of machine learning-based IDS that clas-
sifies the role of SQL transactions. Each red or blue dot represents a two-dimensional
embedding of read-only and read-write SQL transactions using t-SNE [3]. The mis-
classified cases within the model represented by the red and blue areas imply that it is
difficult to classify the role of SQL transactions that hold various cases even with the
MLP model known to effectively perform complex mappings.

In order to develop an IDS that effectively performs the complex mapping between
these SQL transactions and the roles, we focused on the fact that the SQL queries are in
a tree-structure [4, 5] and the entire data cannot be modeled at one time. In this paper,
we parameterize the rules for partitioning the entire dataset into multiple areas with
simple chromosomes and propose an ensemble of multiple deep learning models that
can effectively model the SQL transactions within each area. The partitioning rules and
the ensemble of deep learning models are learned not exclusively but in end-to-end
fashion.

The combination of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that is well-known for their global
exploration and optimization ability [6] and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that
models the complex hidden relations between the transaction features and roles out-
performs other machine learning models including deep learning models on a synthetic
query dataset. We have conducted 10-fold cross validation tests and analysis through
chi-squared test to prove the validity of the results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review existing
machine learning-based IDS’s and highlight the contributions. Section 3 explains how
the evolving partitioning rules and CNN are combined in end-to-end manner. The
performance of our model is evaluated in Sect. 4 through various experiments,
including 10-fold cross validation and chi-square test as well as the visualization of
partitioning rules. Finally, some conclusions and a discussion of the future directions
for this study are presented in Sect. 5 (Table 1).

Fig. 1. Decision boundaries of SQL transaction roles by conventional learning methods.
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2 Related Works

In the mid to late 2000s, machine learning-based database IDS pioneers focused on
accuracy, efficiency and automatic feature extraction capabilities derived from induc-
tive learning [7]. Ramasubramanian et al. showed that the combination of Artificial
Neural Network (ANN)-based exploitation and GA-based exploration was statistically
significant in the IDS [8].

Ensemble strategies including SVM and DNN were shown to be effective in the
mid-2010s. In Pinzon et al., the existing IDS performance is significantly increased
through ensemble of multiple SVMs [9], and especially Kim et al. developed IDS that
learn SVM by concentrating on the characteristics of SQL query with tree structure
[10]. As noted above, the SVM or deep neural network is intuitively suitable because
the mapping function between SQL transactions and roles must consider complex
nonlinear techniques as well as the nature of SQL queries.

Alom et al. proposed the IDS based on stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machine
capable of modeling the probability distributions among layers in a neural network
model [11]. In return for high computational complexity of modeling the probability
distributions of SQL transaction features in unsupervised manner, the developed IDS is
robust to new data instance and guarantees convergence of learning.

Bu and Cho proposed the combination of modified Pittsburgh-style Learning
Classifier Systems (LCS) for the optimization of feature selection rules and one-
dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for modeling SQL transactions
[13]. In this line of research, we propose the combination of partial solutions that
divides the input space and ensembles CNNs. An ensemble approach based on GA is
more intuitive in terms of modeling tree-structured SQL transactions. In Sect. 4, we

Table 1. Related works on IDS using machine learning algorithms

Author Method Description

Valeur (2005) [7] Naive Bayes Propose the database IDS based on inductive learning of
SQL transaction patterns

Ramasubramanian
(2006) [8]

GA, ANN Improve the training process of an ANN by modified GA

Pinzon (2013) [9] SVM
Ensemble

Propose a multi-agent based on SVM for hierarchical
query modeling

Kim (2014) [10] Query Tree,
SVM

Extract the syntactic features of SQL using its tree-
structural characteristics

Alom (2015) [11] Deep Neural
Network

Model the distribution of intrusion patterns using
generative neural networks that stack restricted
Boltzmann machines

Ronao (2016) [12] PCA,
Random
Forest

Select the feature using PCA prior to classify the SQL
transactions using an ensemble of decision trees

Bu (2017) [13] GA, CNN Extract the best subset of SQL transaction features using
GA that maximize classification performance of CNN
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validated GA-based ensemble approach by 10 fold cross validation and chi-squared test
compared to existing machine learning method.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Overview

We can exploit Genetic Algorithm (GA) that is well-known for its flexibility and
adaptability to environmental changes [14]. The overall intrusion detection system
consists of four subcomponents described in Fig. 2: an environment that preprocesses
and supplies data, a discovery component that generates and optimizes the partitioning
rules based on GA [15], a performance component that builds and learns a CNN for
each dataset partition, and a detection component that detects intrusions based on the
learned model for the input query.

In this figure, for each subset of data entered from the environment, the discovery
component iteratively creates new partitioning rules, or enhances and deletes existing
rules after the performance component trains and validates the CNN ensemble along
the set of rules indicates.

In order to find an efficient partitioning rule among Nf features, the 2Nf sized rule
space to which discovery component must search makes it difficult to exhaustively
build and train deep models with large computational complexity. GAs are commonly
used to generate high-quality solutions to optimization and search problems by relying
on biology-inspired operations, such as mutation, crossover and selection [16].

Fig. 2. Four components of GA-based CNN ensemble and its architecture.
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The implicit parallelism inherent in the evolutionary metaphor has its advantage in
finding an optimal solution in a large searching space of ensemble strategies. This
advantage comes from the exploration ability of the GA-based process and the
exploitation ability gained by modeling the latent correlations between features.

3.2 GA-Based CNN Ensemble

The main purpose of the GA used in the proposed IDS is to find the best rules that
satisfy an optimal ensemble performance criterion Jð�Þ, which parameterizes the par-
titioning rule of input space. One of the most important issues in evolving strategies is
their representation [17]. In terms of modeling the normal behavior of the database, it is
advantageous to select effective information with a focus on a local area, rather than the
entire input space.

One of the most critical factors affecting the performance in rule-based machine
learning models is rule encoding. Figure 3 shows the chromosome encoding in the GA
framework, which consists of condition and action. Data instances that match the
conditions of orange, blue and empty semicircles are modeled by CNN, the phenotype
of chromosome.

Fig. 3. Encoding of partitioning rule consisting of condition and action.

Fig. 4. A conceptual diagram of the input space partitioning and the ensemble of CNNs
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Given a training dataset D that consists of a tuple of xi; yið Þ,

D ¼ f x1; y1ð Þ; . . .; ðxn; ynÞg;

we define the ternary condition c ¼ f[ la0 ;\la1 ;#g for the j th chromosome xj with
don’t care symbol # for each attribute.

xj ¼ ½c1; c2; . . .; cNf �

The query data instances xi with Nf features are selected by condition and added to
the matching set Mxj assigned to each j th partitioning rule xj in generation G:

Mxj ¼ �xxj

i ; yi
� �� � ¼ �xxj

1 ; y1
� �

; . . .; �xxj

n0
; yn0

� �n o

Discovering is performed in the direction of optimizing the gene by the GA so that
the fitness of partitioning rule Jxj defined by the accuracy criterion classified by the
mapping function /ð�Þ is maximized for the data instance in the matching set of
partitioning rules.

After the fitness Jxj is calculated, the genetic operations such as crossover and
mutation are applied to form a new population after the chromosomes representing the
effective partitioning rule are selected by the roulette wheel method with a probability
of selection pj, where the size of the population is s:

pj ¼
AccuracyMxjPs
k¼1 AccuracyMk

As a result, the newly generated partition rule includes rules that maximize the
accuracy of the CNN applied to each, and the concept of these partitions and the
ensemble of the CNNs are shown in Fig. 4.

The convolution operation /cð�Þ and pooling operation /pð�Þ in CNN are well-
known methods based on local-connectivity and shared-weights mechanism [18]. The
convolution operation, which preserves the spatial relationships between features by
learning filters that extract correlations, is known to reduce the translational variance
between features [19]. The latent correlations between features from SQL transaction
are modeled as a feature-map:

/l
ci ¼

Xf�1

k¼0
wiy

l�1
iþ k

where the output of convolution /ci from the i th node of the l th convolutional layer
performs the convolution operation on yl�1, using 1� f sized filter F.
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Since the feature vectors distorted by the convolution operation are stacked by the
number of the convolution filters, a pooling operation /pi

is applied to lower the
computational complexity while preserving effective features:

/l
pi
¼ max/l�1

ci�s

where the output of pooling /pi
from the l th max-pooling layer selects the maximum

value from a 1� k sized area, where s is the pooling stride.
The output vector from the CNN represents the probabilities of the t th roles

associated with an input query sequence, where a softmax activation function is used so
that the output vector is encoded as a probability in the range [0, 1]:

p ŷij�xxj

i

� � ¼ argmax
expð/p /c �xxj

i

� �� �þ btÞ
P11

k¼1 expð/p /c �xxj

i

� �� �þ bkÞ

4 Experimental Results

Synthetic queries are generated in order to inductively model the SQL transactions
based on its role and remedy the class imbalance problem as shown in Table 2 [6, 12].
We refer the transaction database footprint and pseudocode from the TPC-E benchmark
schema for our role implementations [20]. We used only the commands specified in
each entry for each transaction type in the table and noted the total size generated.
10,000 queries for each of the 11 roles are generated based on the schema.

Table 2. Roles and specifications for the generated queries based on TPC-E

Transactions Specifications Transactions Specifications

Read-only transactions Read/Write transactions
Broker-volume
(0)

SELECT only Trade-order (6) SELECT, INSERT
714 kb 759 kb

Customer-
position (1)

SELECT only Trade-update (7) SELECT, UPDATE
566 kb 499 kb

Market-watch (2) SELECT only Data-maintenance (8) SELECT, UPDATE
863 kb 246 kb

Security-detail (3) SELECT only Market-feed (9) SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE

571 kb 456 kb
Trade-status (4) SELECT only Trade-result (10) SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE,

DELETE
571 kb 419 kb

Trade-lookup (5) SELECT only Total 11,000 queries generated
490 kb
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The feature extraction process consists of two steps: parsing and extraction steps.
The parsing step reshapes and reformats the input for the extraction step. This step is
implemented by simply dividing the clauses from the queries. In the extraction step, we
generate a feature vector which contains the seven fields: Command, projection rela-
tion, projection attribute, selection attribute, ORDER-BY features, GROUP-BY fea-
tures and value counter.

Figure 5 compares the accuracy of the proposed method with the other machine
learning-based IDS’s. The proposed GA-based CNN ensemble has achieved the
highest accuracy of 0.9663, while the combination of Pittsburgh-style LCS and CNN in
Bu and Cho [13] achieved 0.9467. Compared with Bu and Cho in which feature
selection masks were parameterized using GA and the whole dataset was learned by
CNN, parameterization of partitioning rules to reflect the tree structural characteristics
of SQL transactions are considered as the main factors for performance improvement.

Fig. 5. Comparison of 10-fold cross validation with other machine learning-based IDS
including ensemble-based IDS

Fig. 6. The ensemble, best and average classification accuracies for each generation
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Fig. 7. Visualization of partitioning rules encoded by GA per generation

Table 3. The chi-square values of GA-based CNN ensemble and CNN

Predicted 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A
ct

ua
l 

0 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.04 0.00 10.80 10.00 10.00 3.60
6 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.10 20.00 42.63 50.00 20.00 30.00 37.38
7 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.10 0.05 20.00 2.91 0.00 4.05 18.05
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.90 0.00 28.90 0.00 9.13 20.00 32.40
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.60 6.05 8.10 0.00 1.73 8.45
10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 22.82 24.03 25.60 12.03 21.33

Table 4. Computational complexity and performance per population

Population Training time [h] Testing time [s] Test accuracy
Per population Per generation Total

10 0.0029 0.0292 5.84 58.29 0.9328
20 0.0027 0.0566 11.35 116.28 0.9287
30 0.0027 0.0814 14.84 145.24 0.9313
40 0.0025 0.1023 20.47 213.86 0.9455
50 0.0026 0.1342 26.84 258.33 0.9659
100 0.0027 0.2766 54.76 484.95 0.9657
150 0.0024 0.0362 73.84 784.34 0.9645
200 0.0024 0.0586 113.71 942.25 0.9558
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Spatial feature modeling using CNN achieves 0.9264 in comparison with MLP that
achieves 0.8002, which is an empirical evidence that the consideration of spatial
correlation between query features is valid. The performance of naïve Bayes classifier,
which assumes independence between features, is the lowest at 0.5877.

The ensemble accuracy of the proposed partition rules and the best and average
accuracies of each generation are visualized in Fig. 6. Average fitness is relatively
unstable in 100 – 200 generations, and it seems that the effective partitioning rule is
created since the accuracy of the model is significantly increased in this generation. We
visualize the areas that have dominant classification results of CNN of each partition in
color with respect to the five highest partitioning rules in Fig. 7. The partitioning rules
that maximize classification accuracy have nonlinear boundaries with each other, and
the ensemble accuracy is higher than the accuracy of each CNN. The implicit paral-
lelism of GA has found more accurate partial solutions for ensemble purposes.

Moreover, we conduct chi-square test with the standard CNN in Table 3. Given the
classification result of the proposed method, we show that CNN frequently misclas-
sifies the read-write transactions as indicated at the bottom right of the chi-square table.
We have noted that trade-order and trade-update transactions are often misclassified by
standard CNN, and SELECT and INSERT are common to both SQL queries. On the
other hand, the proposed method has an advantage in the case because it applies the
partitioning rule to improve classification accuracy. The overall superiority is statisti-
cally significant at the degree of freedom given as 521.70 (p� 0:001).

Meanwhile, the computational complexity required to training multiple CNNs to
find optimal ensemble rule for classification should be addressed in terms of practi-
cality. In Table 4, the time complexity and performance were observed while con-
trolling the population which is a critical hyperparameter of GA. The training time of
200 times that of standard CNN is clearly an issue to overcome, and we noted that the
time to load the CNN into memory is the biggest factor.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a GA-based deep learning ensemble method for database IDS that
models the roles associated with queries by optimizing the input space partitioning
rules of CNNs. Since the partitioning rule is optimized based on GA prior to learning
process of CNN, the proposed method reflects the tree structural characteristic of the
SQL transaction and outperforms the conventional query role classification accuracy.
We have verified the statistical significance of the proposed method through 10-fold
cross-validation and chi-square validation.

Future work will include comparing the GA-based deep learning ensemble with
latest deep learning models in other domains, especially where complex mappings
should be considered or characteristics of the data structure are already known. We also
plan to improve the performance by considering the weighted ensemble by reliability of
partitioning rules. The time complexity caused by CNN ensemble during the perfor-
mance process is another issue to work out.
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